
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COMMISSION ADVISORY 
AND COMPLIANCE DIVISION 
Energy Branch 

RESOLUTION G-2891~ •• 
December 20, 1989 

SUMMARY 

B~§QhU~J.OH 

RESOLUTION G-2891. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
DENIED APPROVAl, OF CONTRACT WITH MOBIL NATURAL GAS, 
INC. FOR TRANSMISSION SERVICE FOR USE IN ENHANCED 
OIL RECOVERY FACILITIES. 

By Advice No. 1819, filed June 15, 1989. 

1. By Advice No. 1879, southern California Gas Com~an¥ 
(SoCnl) submitted for approval a ten year Gas Transm1SS10n 
service Contract (Contract) with Mobil Natural Gas, Inc. 
(Mobil) in accordance with Decision (0.)86-12-009 and Rate 
Schedule GT-40, Transportation of CUstomer-Owned Natural Gas 
for Enhanced Oil Recovery service. 

2. Approval of the Contract is denied because ratepayer 
benefits are not shown. As well, SoCal has not established 
the credibility of Mobil's threat of near term bypass to 
crude oil. 

BACKGROUND 

1. SoCal Rate Schedule c-r-40 is applicable to long-term 
transportation of custoreer-owned natural gas f9r use in 
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) facilities as provided by D.86-
12-009. GT-40 also applies to the transportation of qas 
used for combined EOR and cogeneration facilities. 
Transportation service under this schedule is limited to 
volumes equal to or in excess of 250,000 therrns per year to 
each customer's premises. Mobil's volume exceeds 91,250,000 
therms per year. 

2. The GT-40 contract rate schedule provides that the 
utility and customer shall negotiate a Transmission Charqe, 
a customer Charge and an appropriate escalation factor to be 
stated in the contract. The negotiated Transmission Charqe 
shall be set neither below the floor rate (short run 
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narginal cost) nor above the ceiling, default rate (long run 
l!Iarginal cost). 

3. In 0.86-12-009 the Co~ission declared its policy 
toward EOR gas transmission rates in the event new pipeline 
capacity becomes available, 

MAfter the point at which capacity additions are 
projected to be necessary, the floor transmission tate 
should be lQng-run l!Iarginal cost. This is simply qood 
business judgment and sound economic policy. We wili 
not allow core customers to subsidize EOR service, and 
~e fully expect to allocate to nOncore customers their 
fair share of the cost of future capacity additions.
(mimeo, page 68) 

4. SoCal's showing in this proceeding is contained in 
Advice No. 1819, filed June 15, 1989t additional 
-Information RequirementsM filed October 30, 1989; and a 
December 5, 1989 response to a commission Advisory and 
compliance Division (CACO) data request. 

5. Public notification of this filing has been made by 
mailing copies of this Advice Letter to other utilities, 
governmental agencies, and to all interested parties who 
have previously requested them. 

SUMHARY OF CONTRACT TERMS 

1. This Contract is submitted by SoCalfor approval under 
the terms of the GT-40 schedule as provided by 0.86-12-009. 

2. The contract contains rates and charges which are 
summarized as: 

a. customer Charqet The customer shall pay a 
Monthly customer Charge of five hundred dollars 
($500.00) per premises. 

b. Transmission Chargest There is a two tier 
Transmission Charge. The customer shall pay a 
Transmission Charge of 3.7¢ for each therm of 
gas for Tier I and 3.0¢ per therm for Tier II 
ac~ep~ed at ~6Cal's,~oints otde1ivery. . 
The T1er I rate appl1es to volumes up to 50\ of 
the monthly allocated capacity. Any e~cess is 
billed at Tier II rates. 

c. Escalation: The Transmission Charge under the 
Contract will be escalated annually on the 
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anniversary of the initial delivery. The 
escalation factor will be equal to the change 
in SOCal's total authorized mar9in fro~ the 
prior year. The annual rate adjustment may not 
exceed 5\. 

3. service Teras The initial tern of the contract is ten 
(10) years as requested by Mobil, and may be extended for up 
to five (5) years by mutual agreement of the parties. 
General provisions for contract termination or mOdification 
are given in SoCal's tariff, Rule 30, paragraph G. 
Paragraph 5.05 of the contract permits termination by either 
party on sixty (60) da¥s prior written notice if the 
California Public uti11tes Commission (Commission) modifies 
any contract provision. 

4. Minimum Transmission Obligation: There is no fixed 
minimum transmission obligation. However, Mobil is required 
to transport, and/or to pay for, a minimum of 50\ of its 
annualized contract qUantity. Make-up of underdelivery is 
allowed in the two-year period following the underdelivery. 
The right to make-up for the last year extends for only one 
year after contract termination. 

5. The rate will also include an¥ applicable taxes, fees, 
regulatory surcharges, intra- or 1nterstate pipeline charges 
imposed as a result of transporting gas under the schedule. 
If the customer delivers more or less gas into the SoCal 
system than it accepts on redelivery, SoCal's Rule 30 
specifically provides for such imbalances. 

6. To renew the terms of service under the Contract, notice 
from the customer is required at least fifteen days prior to 
the expiration of the existing contract. Renewal is subject 
to available capacity on the s¥stem as determined by the 
utility. At the end of the in1tial term, the original rate 
will be revised to an appropriate rate negotiated at the 
time of renewal. 

7. CUstomers may receive service under schedule GT-40 
(a) separately, or (b) in combination with an otherwise 
applicable sales rate schedule. Where service is rendered 
under (b), separate charges will be applicable for service 
under that schedule. If service is rendered under (a); the 
customer must still meet the terms and conditions of the 
customer's otherwise applicable sales rate schedule. 

S. The volumes to be transported for Mobil under this 
contract will be a maximum of 500,000 therms per day in 
contract Year 1 for combined EOR and cOgeneration use. This 
can increase to between 700,000 and 1,500,000 therms per day 
by contract Years 6-10. 
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9. Tho contract contains a provision for negotiating a 
possible (future) priority Charge (Paragraph 1.05). 

PROTESTS 

1. The southern California utility power Pool (SCUPP), 
Imperial Irrigation District (110) and southern California 
Edison Company (Edisonl filed protests on July 5, 1989. 
SoCal's response was f1led on July 17, 1989. 

2. The Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) also filed a 
protest on July 5, 19Q9. The SOCal response to ORA was 
filed the same day July 5. 

3. Protestants SCUPP, 110 and Edison are electric utility 
generation (UEGl customers protesting the contract for long
term ~as transmlssion because of repeated capacity 
curtallments of existing non-core customers. 

4. SoCal's response to the UEG protests is that the same 
curtailment provisions apply to all Priority P5 
interruptible gas transportation service for non-core 
customers. 

5. The ORA protest asked the commission to reject the 
filing on the following grounds: 

a. SoCal offers no hjustificationw for the 
contract. 

h. Mobil can elect on a month-to-month basis 
to discontinue the contract if the cost of 
burning crude oil to fuel EOR prOduction is 
less than the Contract cost. 

c. SoCal has a capacity shortage. 

d. socal ratepayers take all risks under this 
contract. In a previous proceeding, Resolution 
G-2876, dated May 10, 1989, the commission 
approved a gas transportation contract between 
Pacific Gas and Electric Compan¥ (PG&~) and 
Mojave cogeneration company (MoJave) for a 15 
year term. The rate, for, Priority 3A service, 
would be the lower of either PG&E Schedule G
COG (currently 7.884 cents/therm) or socal 
Schedule GT-50 (currently 9.345 cEmts/therm). 
That contract was approved with the condition 
that PG&E shareholders would be at risk for 
future contract reVenues if the contract rates 
fell below PG&E's adopted long run marginal 
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costs of gas transportation. That condition was 
removed by D. 89-10-034, dated october 12, 1989, 
and the Mojave contract was approved 
unconditionally. 

e. soCal plans new pipeline capacity and its long run 
marginal cost may e~ceed these Contract rates. 
Existing ratepayers should not be made to bear the 
cost of this subsidy to transportation rates. 

f. 

g. 

The Contract price of 3.35 average centsjtherm for 
transportation services to be charged Mobil by 
socal is far below the average transportation rate 
of 9.220 cents/therm rate. 

The present Contract rate is also well below 
Socal's fully allocated embedded cost of 9.345 
cents/thermo 

6. Socal responded to each element of DRA's protest as 
follows: 

a. The Commission found that it was in the best 
interests of utilities and the ratepayers of 
California to encourage lon~-term gas utility 
transportation agreements w1th Enhanced Oil 
Recovery (EOR) customers (0.85-12-102 and 0.86-12-
009). 

b. ORA's protest ignores the benefits that the 
ratepayers will receive during those periods over 
the ten year term of this agreement when oil prices 
are SUfficient to allow Mobil to preferentially 
transport gas. The commission approved this 
provision previously in Resolution G-2793, dated 
June 17, 1988. 

c. The question of capacity shortage is not at issue 
here. SoCal has served all customers pursuant to 
its authorized tariffs. 

d. concerning ratepayer risk, section 1.03 of the 
contract provides that if the adjusted contract 
rate nat any time results in a rate of less than 
the minimum rate acceptable to the CPUC plus 1/2 
cents per therm, SoCal has the right to make such 
minimum rate immediately effective as the 
transmission charge herein. n Therefore, the 
ratepayer by contractual provision is protected 
against the risk of transportation revenue 
shortfall. 
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e. 

f. 

g. 

SoCal's response observes that Resolution G-2876 
concerns a different utility, a different custom~r 
and a different olass of service, priority 3A. 
Therefore that resolution does not apply to this 
contract. 

DRA compares the negotiated contract transportation 
rate first to the average transmission rate of 
9.220 cents per therm for industrial customers, and 
then a default cogeneration rate of 7.18 cents per 
thermo These comparisons are irrelevant. without 
a long-term cQntract,Kobil would be entitled to 
receive the EOR default rate of 4.569 cents per 
thermo 

The price for transportation service under the 
contract is not ftclearly below or priced well below 
even the embedded costs.- SoCal has recently filed 
its long-run roarqinal cost study required by D.88-
12-086. SoCalis long-run marginal cost is 
estimated in the range of 2.6 to 3.4 cents/therm 
(in constant 1987 dollars) for the period 1991-
1999. Socal claims that the rate provided to Kobil 
under the contract is substantially hiqher than 
long-run marginal costs. 

DISCUSSION 

1. The Commission in 0.89-10-034 declared that the 
principal consideration in review of special sales contracts 
is verification of ratepayer benefits. If such benefits are 
substantial and convincing, then the contracts should be 
approved unconditionally. If the benefits are insubstantial 
or speculative, the contracts should be approved with 
conditions to protect other ratepayers. otherwise approval 
of the contracts should be denied. 

2. SOCal points to 0.85-12-102 as encouraging long term EOR 
contracts. In that decision the commission found that ft(a) 
new interstate pipeline is not needed to serve the EOR 
market. ft The Commissi~n is now studying new interstate 
capacity in Investigation (1.)88-08-018. Although the 
investiqation is incomplete, the validity of the 1985 
statement is substantially weakened by today's pipeline 
conditions and 8oCal's own operating experience. The 
statement should not be used in support of the contract. 

3. Because 0.89-10-034 was issued after the filing of 
Advice No. 1879, SoCal responded to the informational 
requirements announced in the decision with its filings of 
October 30 and December 5, 1989. Soeal represents that the 
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standards set forth in D.89-10-034 are ~et by the contract. 
SoCal's calculation of ratepayer benefits is shown in 
Attachment A to this Resolution. 

4. soCal's calculations are incorrect for two naln reasons. 
First, the calculation of near term benefits, during the 
period from the present to the date when new pipeline 
capaoity is available, does not consider the opportunity 
costs to ratepayers of gas delivered to Hobil. second, in 
the long term, when additional capacity is available, s6Cal 
mischaracterizes the Earginal cost of transmission capacity. 

5. In its October 30 filing and in a recent meeting with 
commission staff, SOCal claimed that Kobil's bypass threat 
is a n~w pipeline proposed by Wycal{ ?r i~ the alternative a 
competIng pipeline. Because no deC1s1on 1n 1.88-08-018 has 
yet addressed the need for capacity, there is uncertainty 
about the date that added capacity will become available. 
For purposes of this analysis, it is reasonable to assume 
that new capacity will become available at the beginning of 
calendar year 1993. ~his date is consistent with the 
increase in long run capacity costs shown for 1993 in 
SoCal's october 30 filing. 

6. Absent another bypass threat( short term ratepayer 
benefits depend on the character1zation of the load. If the 
load is certain to be served by gas, then any discount from 
default tariff rates is a loss to ratepaters. If the load 
would appear only if the Contract were signed, then 
ratepayer benefits would he equal to any net contribution to 
margin. 

7. In the near term the existing SoCal pipeline is capacity 
constrained. Either low priority customers are being 
curtailed, or all available capacity abOVe customer 
requirements is used for injection of gas into storage. 
until additional interstate capacity is available even the 
desired storage rates will likely not be met. ~he existing 
pipeline will be full 100% of the time. Therefore, even if 
the EOR load is Nincremental,n in the sense that it would 
not appear unless the contract is approved, ratepayer 
benefits are equal to contract revenues less revenues from 
the pipeline load otherwise served. 

8. The opportunity cost to ~atepayers is the lost margin 
that would have been earned from the transportation revenues 
displaced by the contract quantities. This margin is the 
lost revenues less the incremental or running costs 
associated with that quantity. It is reasonable to assume 
that the running costs for the displaced capacity are 
similar to those that would be incurred in moving Mobil's 
contract gas. Thus, we can directly compare the contract 
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transportation rate to the rate for the gas it would 
diplace, in order to determine the net effect on ratepayers 
if the contract were approved. 

9. The appropriate lost ~arqin depends on the pipeline load 
lost, not the immediate customer load lost. It is 
reasonable to assume that any storage qas will eventualiy be 
sold to P5 customers to defer actual curtailments. ouring 
tines of curtailment, it is P5 customers that are first 
curtailed. Therefore, the net near tern ratepayer benefit 
due to the Mobil contract is at most the contract rate less 
the marginal capacity rate for P5 gas, whether thatqas is 
curtailed or stored. The minimum P5 capacity rate is the 
Tier II rate on SoCal's GT-60 and GN-60 rate schedules, 
currently 1.479 cents per thermo For. example, the first 
year benefit to ratepayers of approving the contract is at 
roost the contract rate of 3.353 cents per therm less 1.479 
cents per therm, or 1.874 cents per therm, rather than the 
2.774 cents per therm that SoCal has claimed. 

10. If Mobil has a credible near term bypass threat, or if 
all EOR load is incremental as defined herein, then near 
tern ratepayer benefits can be calculated. That analysis is 
shown in Attachment B to this Resolution, which uses SoCal's 
data on contract revenues to calculate benefits correctly. 

11. In its December 5 filing SoCal expanded the bypass 
threat by claimin9 that Mobil has a credible ncar term 
threat of fuel sW1tching to crude oil. Today's price of 
field crude is approxiaately $2.00 per decatherm. spot gas 
is selling at approximately $2.20 to $2.40 per decatherm, 
with an attendant transportation cost to Mobil of at least 
the 1989 average contract rate of $0.3353 per decatherm. 
Given Mobil's willingness to burn gas at these prices, the 
question is whether the added cost of Schedule GT-40 
transportation, which now shows a rate of $0.4489 per 
decatherm. would overcome the air quality and other 
difficulties associated with burning oil. Even with the 
current price differential between gas and oil, EOR 
customers are not burning oil. Would an increased cost of 
$0.1136 per decatherm make Mobil switch fuel? 

12. As long as the price of gas exceeds that of oil, the 
credibility of the oil bypass threat cannot be evaluated 
with the facts before us. However, Socal has the burden to 
demonstrate the credibility of the oil bypass threat. This 
threat was only briefly mentioned in SoCal's December 5 
filing, without support by Mobil, historical studies ot EOR 
operations in the specific areas covered by the Contract, or 
any other demonstration. 
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13. Korover, if the Contract does not yield ratepayer 
benefits even assu~ing that near tera bypass to oil and long 
tern bypass to Wycal are certain, then the credibility of 
the oil-Wycal bypass threat need not be deternined. It is 
possible that certain Contract provisions l which allow 
future rate increases ordered by the Comm s5ion, could 
nitigate long term ratepayer losses, but even so the near 
term benefits are not adequately supported. 

14. Attachment B shows that in circumstances very favorable 
to contract approval f near tern ratepayer benefits during 
1990-1992 are approxlmate1y $4.3 million per year. 

15. SoCa1 argues that the short run marginal volumetrio 
cost is the relevant cost standard for determining ratepayer 
benefits in the long term, when new pipeline capacity will 
be available. Given present circumstances, SoCa1's argument 
is incorrect. At this time it has not been determined when 
or how much capacity will be added. Therefore, contracts 
such as the one with Mobil will affect the ultimate size of 
that capacity. Our best estimate of what it will cost to 
build and operate a given amount of new capacity is the long 
run marginal cost, as was discussed in 0.86-12-009. It we 
were to approve a long run contract that increases the 
amount of new capacity but whose rates are less than long 
run marginal cost, then we would be assuring that other 
ratepayers would have to ~ake up the difference. The result 
would be a subsidy fron other ratepayers to Mobil. As D.86-
12-009 states, long run marginal cost is the proper 
comparison standard. 

16. The contract includes long term rates discounted below 
long run marginal cost. The only possibility for approval 
of this long term EOR contract would be that near term 
benefits exceed long run subsidies. Near term benefits can 
only be generated by credible bypass to alternate fuel until 
added pipeline becomes available, or if the load can be 
shown to be truly *incremental* as used herein. 

17. Even under the unproven assumption of near term bypass 
to oil, Attachment B shows that the contract fails that 
standard. Over the life of the Contract ratepayer subsidies 
avera~e $4.8 million per year. No benefits are available, 
even 1f bypass is certain. 

18. CACO staff has performed sensitivity studies using 
Attachment B as a base case. Changing the availability date 
of added pipeline capacity by up to two years did not 
produce positive ratepayer benefits. Changing long run 
marginal capacity cost from SoCal's *base* case to its *low* 
case produced a similar result. 
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1. Until additional pipeline capaoity is available on 
SOCal's interstate system, short run volumetrio cost is a 
reasonable measure of marginal cost, as long as calculation 
of ratepayer benefits reflects the ratepayer opportunity 
cost of displaced gas. 

2. For present ~urposes, until additional pipeline capacity 
is available on ~ts interstate system! it is reasonable to 
assume that SoCal's eXisting system w 11 operate at full 
capaoity, ~hether that capacity serves current customers or 
is used to inject gas into storage. 

3. A reasonable estimate of the minimum short run ratepayer 
opportunity cost of gas transportation is the Tier II rate 
on Schedules GT-60 and GN-60, less running costs. 

4. 0.86-12-009 states the Commission policy that once 
additional pipeline capacity is available, the floor 
transmission rate for EOR customers should be long run 
marginal cost. 'Ihe policy is reasonable in present 
circumstances. 

5. D.86-12-009 states the commission policy that at the 
time they become effective, SoCal's Schedule GT-40 Tier II 
transportation rates do not exceed long run marginal costs. 

6. Although near term field crude oil prices are lower than 
gas costs, air quality considerations and current EOR 
practices inhibit cho1ce Qf oil as EOR fuel. SoCal has not 
demonstrated the credibility of Mobil's near term threat to 
burn oil. 

7. EVen assuming circumstances favorable to approval of the 
Contract, ratepayers will not benefit by such approval. 

8. The contract should not be approved. 
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1. Approval of the Gas Transmission service contract 
Between Mobil Natural Gas, Ino. and southern California Gas 
Conpany is denied. 

2. This Resolution is effeotive today. 

I certify that this Resolution was adopted by the Public 
utilities Commission at the December 20, 1989 continuation 
of its regular meeting of December 18, 198~. The following 
commissioners approved itt 

G. MITCHELL \'{ItK 
P{cskhnt 

f;~EDER:GK R. OUOA 
Syj'.~;!J:Y \'1. HULETT 
JOr:~J B. OHANtt..N 
PA-rH~c!A fit ECKERT 

C.omm~~n€-r5 

Acting Executive Director 
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8, 423 

6 

H,m 
5.296 

Est(~~ted latepayer Benefits: 
:~:;=:~:=:=;====~=::=::~:=:=~====:=:=;:=~==::~:~=::==:=:=~====~:~====:==:===::=;=:======:====:====:====::~=~===:~==:=:=== 

S,iort-RIS'I Jo!argir.al Vollr:~trtc Cost cIt'll 1.019 1.239 1.316 1.462 1.611 1.10$ 1.9S2 2.2M 2.523 2.69'J 

long-Run Marginal Trans (ap. (ost c/th 

(ola\ long-Run Marglr~\ Cost cIt'll 

()pportl..Wlity (ost to Ratepa),fl'S 1/ cit'll 

o 0 1.21 I.n 1.21 4.W 4.07 4.55 6.21 8.69 8.0S . . ~ .. -.. -... -.-.- .. -.. -........ ~ ... -~.- .........•...••...••......••.•..•..........•.....• _ ...........•........•............. 

Revenues at -cefautt lateW 

Reve.-oes VI OilNycal S~ss 2/ 

RevenJes lk'der Cootraet 

Unavoidable Revenue I~t 31 

Wet Ratepayer Senefits 4/ 

.1.'1'9. latepayer aenefits I.rnJally 

1.079 

1 • .u~ 

2.831, 

8.155 

2,8n 

6,425 

(5,921) 

riA 

(4,839) 

1.239 

1.656 

1,492 

10,782 

}.(~2 

1.350 

(1, 290) 

},&~ 

2.64!. 

1.712 

4.076 

12.61S 

4,016 

a,lS' 
(8,539) 

4,216 

1.1al 

I.8~1 

4,124 

U ,6S0 

<,1l4 

9,04 

(9,9$6, 

<,709 

tO,t« 

" SctledJle Gr-66, TrClnSp.:>etUfon of tvstOC'~r-Owned Gas f« lEG Servfct'. fiu II 
21 Utility rc\~$ 03s$tuif'\.) MOOIl ~p,'lS$~S to cruck oil thr~" \992, \.')'Cll( pipdi~ th~l'C\lft~r. 

£qJivalent to a$s~ing th~t Mobil t030 ~ill not exist withOut (ontra<t. 

6.71IS 

o 
o 

17.111 

o 
n.n4 

6.Nl 

o 
o 

U.S01 

o 
11.689 12,214 

3/ DiffNoX'ICE bet .. ~eo defa\Jtt re\'«lUCS and <>fP.,'Vh.nity re.'CO.JCs, lroC&ningfu\ «lty lhr~\ 'WZ. 
4/ IhrOV!tl \99l, COI'ltra.:t rcveoues lESS "PP'-"'Ct<.nity re,·~s. frC<1 \993 «lWJ.rd, C«ltr.:!Cl rcv~'S tess (OOJ-run rorginal cost rC:'~$. 

3.516 

o 
10.14 

o 

000 

21,725 1l.89$ 24,194 

000 

12,S83 1},S32 14,209 


